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Already earned more than one million euros while on OnlyFans: the secret behind his success

Posted on October 3, 2022 by admin


 The influencer aspires to one day turn over 90,000 euros a month and thus be able to buy a mansion in Naples, Florida.
Morgan Edwards considers joining OnlyFans to be the best career decision she has ever made.
A resident of Shelbyville, Indiana, she previously worked as a veterinary technician and sex worker. She joined the platform in June 2019 after discovering that other women using Snapchat Premium to sell adult content were making the jump to OnlyFans, which allows creators to post content and earn money directly from subscribers.
With no strategy at first, Edwards began posting explicit photos and videos of herself on her account, offering a €2.7 upfront option to access the content initially, with monthly payments of €27 thereafter. Eventually, the influencer introduced 3 subscription options: €60 for 3 months of access, €113 for 6 months of access and €210 for 12 months of access.
“I was going in absolutely blind,” explains Edwards, known under the pseudonym Kitty K. “I just sat back, watched and did the same as everyone else,” adds the young woman.
Edwards started billing about €11,000 a month in October 2019, but saw the potential to earn even more. (OnlyFans claimed in December to have paid about 4.493 million to creators since 2016.)
“There were girls earning €27,000 a month before me, so it didn’t seem crazy to me to reach that figure. Soon after, the more I worked, I kept seeing the numbers go up. Then I realized that I had to do this full-time,” says Edwards.
While the pandemic led to an increase in demand for OnlyFans content or SimpleEscorts website with Kinesiologas Lima, Edwards’ revenue also increased dramatically when he added the option in April 2020 for subscribers to unlock certain videos. These can be customized videos, which generally range in price from €22 to €90.
In 2020, Edwards earned around €540,000 at OnlyFans, and in 2021 he earned around €674,000, with at least 70% of that revenue in both years generated from sales of personalized videos and the rest from subscriptions and videos with an unlock option. These figures constitute the net of his salary. Business Insider was able to verify these earnings with documentation provided by Edwards.
Edwards currently serves approximately 5,000 followers on OnlyFans and says he does not have a specific schedule, although much of his day is spent recording content and sending messages to subscribers.
Last August, Edwards had started thinking about expanding to different platforms, opening an account on a website similar to OnlyFans called Fansly, something he ended up doing when OnlyFans announced (that same month) that it planned to ban explicit content. (The platform retracted its decision 6 days later).
On Fansly, a wide range of pricing tiers are offered for content similar to an OnlyFans account. Tiers range from €2.70 for a basic one-month subscription to view some content, to €1,612 for 6 months of access to all content, as well as personal texts and videos. Edwards has earned around €13,500 on Fansly to date in sites like SimpleEscorts has dublin escort, a small portion of her OnlyFans revenue.
The young woman is also banking on non-explicit content on social networks. She joined Twitch in January, playing 2021 Pokémon Shining Pearl and created a YouTube channel with content classified as personal blog about her travels (she has traveled to Costa Rica 2 times and recently returned from the Maldives). She is also active on TikTok (she has around 79,000 followers) and Instagram (around 29,000 followers).
“I want to have a known presence online as the goal is to attract more subscribers,” Edwards says of these accounts.

The influencer’s goal is to eventually earn around 90,000 euros a month and buy a mansion in Naples, Florida.
But for now, she is content with her family’s acceptance of her chosen career.
“Now, my family looks up to me. Everyone in my hometown, instead of laughing at me, asks me, how did you make it?” says Edwards.
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 Every day the number of people who use the Internet increases, a boom that continues to grow by leaps and bounds, due to the fact that progress has been made in terms of the availability of broadband networks in many countries of the world.
Ads on web pages are part of a type of advertising that makes use of blogs, websites, social networks, emails, virtual systems or any other type of platform to which users have access, which allows these sites to start present a considerable increase in your traffic.
All this leads to somehow seeking to monetize this type of gratis porr frequent visits, to earn money by including advertising formats that can be clicked and thereby registering an economic remuneration for its creators.

Do you know how ads on web pages work?
If you have a web page, you have surely considered the idea of taking advantage of it to place advertising on it and obtain some passive income, but it will be important that you value in a real way what will be the income that your page will provide you.
It is not easy to get a blog or website to start generating relevant income quickly, especially since your site must not only have a source of monetization such as advertising, but also depends on other elements Such as the Google AdSense program, which is usually governed by certain policies that you must fully observe, if you do not want to lose the opportunity to generate income with your ads.
Following this order of ideas, there are two important elements for the success of advertisements porno dk within a web page, on the one hand the amount of traffic it has, which is represented by the number of people who visit your blog and it will be necessary for you to appreciate it. through Analytics, part of a service offered by Google itself and other platforms such as Omniture, Nielsen or ComsCore.
The second aspect to take into consideration is the value of the traffic you get within your page, which is determined not only in quantity but also in terms of quality. If you can focus on a certain niche, which has adequate statistics, it will be quite striking for all those advertisers who want to place their advertising within it.
How to attract potential clients?
A website is created in terms xxx of design, following some characteristics that allow it to cover a series of objectives, but most of them are aimed at receiving visits from potential clients, in order for you to place their advertisements.
However, you can advertise on your own page, in order to make it known to a large number of users, who over time will become potential buyers of the products offered as part of the content of the blog itself.

Advantages of ads on web pages
Making use of internet platforms offers a series of advantages that are taken advantage of by advertisers:
	You can choose what type of user the advertising is directed to, through segmentation.
	The cost of this type of advertisement is lower than that offered by other media such as radio, TV, press and some others; In addition, the resources used during the creation of the ad itself are much cheaper.
	You can measure the degree of acceptance of the product within the audience made up of buyers, it does not require an extensive advertising campaign and you have all the necessary data to determine how many times an ad has been clicked.
	It is flexible, allowing you to change your ads on web pages as many times as necessary, to achieve the results you are expecting.

Paid ads on web pages
Many platforms offer their paid ad services and some of them are more relevant than others, but in this sense we can mention the following:
	Google Adwords, within this platform you create ads with visibility on Google and within its wide content network.
	For its part, YouTube is ideal for promoting audiovisual content accompanied by advertising.
	On Facebook you can have thousands of people at your fingertips without spending too much money

Finally, there are many other options in digital media that you will surely already know, such as Twitter or Linkedin.
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 All commercial companies, even those that do not pursue profit, need to have an advertising management that allows them to establish an inclusive relationship between the media and their organization.
A good advertising campaign is the best way to achieve positioning within society, promote the sale of commercial products or persuade about the use of a certain service.
The people in charge of carrying out advertising management are based on a series of marketing tools, through which they carry out the study of a certain market within which they wish to incorporate their campaign, taking into account the specific needs of the sector to which it is. managed.

What are the steps of an advertising management?
Advertising management is based on a series of steps aimed at launching an advertising campaign, for this they carry out the organization, direction, control and integration of all the elements associated with advertising in order to choose the most suitable to achieve the proposed objectives.
	The first aspect to consider is to define what is the advertising objective, which can be oriented to the launch of a product, its knowledge by users, uses, benefits, brand and incentive to persuade their purchase, which will create interest mass on a certain article.
	Each advertising campaign is aimed at a particular audience, which is also taken into consideration when establishing the medium through which said campaign is disseminated, since it is necessary to bear in mind that not everyone has access to the same media of social communication.
	Being clear about the objective and the type of audience, it is necessary to know how many financial resources are available, also taking into account competition within the market.
	The following will be to choose the ideal means of communication to carry out the management of advertising, in which case it may be available: television, radio, press, telephone, fairs, advertising signs, posters, posters or a means of greater global diffusion such as the case of the internet.
	With all of the above established, the design of the advertising message begins, which will be transmitted as many times as the budget allows.
	Finally, it only remains to evaluate the results obtained from the advertising management, which will be measured according to the fulfillment of the proposed objectives, either by the fact that the sales of the product increase or because the service offered begins to be requested.

Online advertising management
As part of the digital world, Google has become one of the most used search engines in the world; This has allowed a radical change in advertising through web pages.
It has a reach of at least 2,000 MM visits every day and even has an influence rate of up to 90% in some countries, as is the case in Spain.
It is all due to the fact that carrying out an online advertising management represents much lower investment costs than traditional campaigns, the public can be segmented based on their age, sex or purchasing power.
Additionally, visits are measured on a daily basis and in the same way it is quickly established what is the impact that an advertisement has on the public, which leads to being able to make changes if necessary, in a completely automated way.
Another of the significant advantages that an advertising campaign launched within the Google platform currently has is that advertisers can choose from a wide range of formats, each one appropriate to their budget and the type of product-to-service they need. to announce.
Within the online platforms, you can find advertising services and even search engines, with a wide network of advertisers, within which everything that will carry the ad is elaborated and later published on the most relevant sites depending on the type of content being promoted.
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 Advertising is a means by which a product or service is promoted, in order to obtain a certain economic benefit. A phenomenon that has been present in our society for many years, but which currently makes use of technological advances and the internet, to make use of resources such as Sticky Ads.
Do you know what Sticky Ads are?
If you are one of the people who browse any of the web pages, you will surely have noticed that there are advertisements that remain on the screen, even though you scroll up or down the site you are visiting, precisely these ads are the Sticky Ads.
They were created to be more advantageous than normal ads, as they remain fixed and fully visible to capture the attention of users. Although they scroll through the content of the page, Sticky Ads will remain in your mind, due to the constant and repetitive way of visualizing them.

Advantages in the use of Sticky Ads
Although advertising is necessary in the commercial world, it can be quite annoying for many users of web pages; Some publishers conduct research to determine the types of ads that can attract the public’s attention, are attractive and cause the least possible inconvenience.
In this case, the aim is to establish what are the advantages of using a fixed ad, which will remain anchored to the screen. Which we could list through the following points:
	They can be excellent for increasing the visibility of a product, placing it in an attractive and stylized way that will immediately capture the attention of whoever enters the page.
	At a commercial level, a greater amount of sales is achieved, as a consequence of the results that are obtained with their appearance compared to traditional advertisements.
	They are not intrusive, like some of the standard digital ads.
	They are customized in terms of the type of devices in which they will be displayed, thus adjusting their header, size or type.
	Some of them can be closed at the request of the user, to allow them to continue reading, others are used as headings for the realization of offers and auctions.


Experience for internet users
Without a doubt, fixed ads or Sticky Ads are gaining ground within the online world, they are identified as the advertising of the future, but the other side of the coin corresponds to the experience lived by the users of the web pages, while browsing Internet.
In some cases, if this type of ad is not handled properly, it can cause obstruction of the display of the content of the page, which leads to discomfort to many users.
Sticky Ads, therefore, can have some negative aspects that should be considered by many publishers before placing them as part of their web content, among which we highlight:
	Fixed advertisements are not ideal for all types of digital networks, so when used without authorization, they would imply a penalty that could lead to the blocking of the account. However, they are allowed if your block is used for anchor or overlay ads.
	It is necessary that publishers have the necessary technology to manage their anchor ads, otherwise, they may cause a bad experience for the user while browsing the page.
	A Sticky Ad that is not placed properly can affect the performance of other types of ads that are part of the web page.

It is important to note that Sticky Ads are not allowed with Google AdSense, especially if the user cannot close them; because they would not allow the complete display of google ads, which is part of their use policies, but they do through mobile devices.
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 YouTube is one of the social platforms that have a large number of users worldwide. Since its birth, many people began to make use of it to upload their own audiovisual creations, so that they could be seen by many other people, being only part of their entertainment.
But times have changed and now this dynamic relationship between creators and audience has become a source of income, which has led to the monetization of videos.
What is monetizing videos?
The monetization of videos is carried out through YouTube patners, which are simply content creators, so if you want to get money with your videos, the first thing you need to do is be part of this group of creators; Registering to later log in to your channel and being identified with a certain profile.
How to monetize videos?
To obtain an economic profit through the videos you publish within the YouTube platform, it is necessary that you meet a series of prerequisites.
Among them are the policies of this type of page, that your country of origin has availability within the partner program, have at least 4,000 hours of videos played during the last year and have more than 1,000 subscribers.
As you upload videos to the YouTube platform, they begin to gain visits from followers and people who like your video, because they like your video, this will eventually be what will allow you to be part of the partner program or content creator later.

Steps to monetize videos using ads
If you are already part of the YouTube monetization program, you can start to take advantage of it financially for your benefit. You just have to enter the platform from studio.youtube.com, in the menu on the left select a video of your authorship and click on “monetize”, also choosing the type of ad that you allow to be published in it, accepting and saving your selection.
It is possible to monetize all YouTube videos, but you have to be the owner of its commercial rights and make sure that the content is completely original.
Copyright is an element especially protected by YouTube, since they are part of the property of the content of a video, even to use music within your audiovisual composition you must have the permission of its creator or be created by you in a way Independent.
All videos can be monetized, we are talking about tutorials, musicals, short films, interviews, documentaries, home recordings and everything you can think of within social norms and respecting human rights.
If you create it to be unique and original, you can upload it to the YouTube platform and as soon as you have the conditions to be part of its creators program, you can begin to obtain economic income during each of the visits that users make to your video.

Applause for monetizing videos
As many of you surely already know, under the videos it is common to find buttons such as “I like” or “I do not like” in order to know the opinion of the audience regarding what is observed in the video; but since the beginning of 2020 an additional button called “Applaud” was added.
When the user clicks on this button, they are buying applause that is sent to the creator of the video, as a way to indicate that they liked it, but being accompanied by a certain donation that implies a cost of 1.85 euros, of which 30% is assigned to the YouTube platform, while 70% is destined to be a monetization as part of your video, for the creator of it.
Many YouTube fans want to stand out and have their messages seen above others, for this they can acquire a super chat or stickers, by investing a certain amount of money, which will also be divided between the creator and YouTube.
Like this, there are some other ways to monetize videos through premium memberships and programs; offering a library of products where a series of brands stand out or through commercial alliances, employing the most prominent youtubers and making videos where to place products that reach sales records in the world.
In short, the ways to monetize videos on YouTube can be innumerable, either through advertising, Ads or any other means, activating your monetization within this platform is one of the most profitable ways to obtain income today.
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